
Don’t Get Schooled by the 
Internet of Everything
WootCloud’s Agentless Network Segmentation & Access Controls

Education centers, especially those teaching institutions with healthcare facilities, are some of the 
most highly-regulated organizations. And unlike their private sector counterparts in industry, many 
university and school system IT departments not only have to build the right tech stack to secure their 
data and governance plans, but also must build an IT Governance structure and sell every department 
on it while addressing budget constraints. Educational IT departments need to:

 • Optimize their IT resources and benefits while lowering risk of fraud, outages, and data loss

 • Ensure the accuracy and availability of data used in the school’s daily operations — including 
bandwidth

 • Secure the university, HR, and student data constantly at risk from without and within — touching 
on both student records, financials, and even medical data (depending on the type of university)

 • Defend against potential DDoS and Botnet activity amplified by compromised smart devices

Some universities have turned to smart buildings, campus wide WIFI and LAN operations, and 
automation, but they’re using smart devices and BYOD across the landscape. And that’s before 
configuring for segmentation via faculty, administration, students, alumni, contractors, and visiting 
professionals or research scholars. Teaching hospitals and facilities have the possibility of additional 
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layers of IoT medical devices as well as another set of compliance requirements to work from. If that 
weren’t enough, campuses are riddled with the latest in smart vending machines and more — many 
of which are capable of launching denial of service attacks, or worse, against the local networks. 

As additional devices are brought into student housing — from gaming consoles to smart TVs — 
consider if those devices are going to have an impact on the school’s bandwidth and availability. Usage 
policies and access controls can be key to avoiding disasters in advance.1 
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Potential high-level network segmentation zones 

WootCloud recommends that your school and IT department create device-specific policies and then 
support these policies with enforcement. To start, consider defining the following:

 • Who is authorized to introduce smart devices to the network? Housing? Central administration? 
Food service? IT or individual colleges/departments?

 • Which devices and applications are permitted on campus, and who owns their maintenance 
and patching?

 • How can this equipment be used and by whom?

 • How will gathered data by those devices be managed and stored?

IoT can certainly lower education barriers for many students, and there’s no doubt that advances in 
smart technology opens up a world of learning to more individuals.2 With classes running approximately 
2:1 for IoT: student ratio,3 it is important for university IT teams to address the question: Who watches 
the smart watches (and other devices)? WootCloud does. 
1 https://www.educationdive.com/news/bandwidth-bedlam-for-cio-as-devices-multiply/428450/
2 https://www.dogtownmedia.com/iot-in-education-a-look-at-the-benefits/
3 https://www.educationdive.com/news/bandwidth-bedlam-for-cio-as-devices-multiply/428450/
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Whether Ransomware, DDoS, or even just a misconfiguration from a device that saturates the network 
to a standstill, any incident can have serious consequences to both privacy and network availability. 
Because there is literally no way to mandate which IoT is going to be used and adopted by a single 
security team, the question of IoT device security needs to be evaluated as a holistic practice including 
risk, access controls, management, and incident response automation.

KEY CYBERSECURITY CHALLENGES FROM IOT ON CAMPUS
 • Increase in attack surface — There may never be a way, nor should there be individual IoT device 

registration by a student or faculty. From fitness apps on watches or jewelry to assistive learning 
tools, IT teams need to accept that IoT is here to stay in explosive numbers. 

 • Sideways motion from smart devices — Bluetooth-
enabled devices which are susceptible to BlueBorne4 
can be used as a gateway to other devices on other radio 
frequency (RF) spectrums. Bluetooth-enabled devices 
may likely have a WIFI radio and possibly a NIC. Those 
can be used to start a denial of service attack on DHCP 
servers, or via robotic access points. If there are enough 
devices affected, it can become a DDoS attack and take 
down a network. 

 • Student Device Vulnerabilities — From laptops, 
smartphones, to tablets, printers and watches – these 
devices are on campuses to stay. Access control policies and device fingerprinting is key to keeping 
them safe and available. 

 • Patching and Security Updates — CCTV systems, smart routers, and others have all been used in 
highly-publicized attacks over the last few years, and these are nigh mandatory security systems 
for campus safety. However, many IT departments argue with physical security on who owns these 
devices, especially where patches and firmware updates are concerned.

Security for IoT is no longer a “nice to have” — it’s a must have to save lives and reduce costs along 
with risk, and there needs to be a bridge between the three organizations who have vested interests 
in on-campus IoT: Facilities, Physical Security, and IT Security. WootCloud can be the single source of 
truth for all three departments’ interest in IoT to estimate risk, discover threats, and control usage via 
micro-segmentation wherever appropriate. 

The WootCloud platform conducts a site-wide survey of all smart devices used on your campus — 
whether or not they are connected to a network — and provides you a prioritized list of risk exposure. 
With smart device access controls, you can create micro-segmentation of your campus by floor or 
building, department, or group function to keep any future compromises contained in scope to reduce 
your risk
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4 https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/blueborne-attack/

Most customers discover more 
than 2x the number of smart 
devices functioning in their 
production facilities during a 
WootCloud device scan and 
survey. More accurate device 
counts are critical for smart 
device security best practices.



THE WOOTCLOUD SECURITY PLATFORM FOR ONLINE SCHOOLS & 
ON-CAMPUS SECURITY
Addressing smart device vulnerability risks requires an advanced platform that combines device 
detection and profiling with capabilities in network segmentation and access controls. WootCloud 
is a leading network segmentation and next generation secure Network Access Control (NAC)-less 
solution which secures infrastructure and smart devices across your campus, providing a holistic view 
of every device by risk and location. 

 
Sample Executive Dashboard showing risk rankings and assets 

WOOTCLOUD CAPABILITIES

100% Industrial Device Detection Scanning Multiple Spectra
Through a simple out-of-band connection to your network, the WootCloud platform profiles 
and classifies devices, users, connections, applications and operating systems throughout your 
environment. WootCloud shows you the devices and the connections that exist, including connections 
to unmanaged devices or rogue networks that you might not be aware of. WootCloud scans multiple 
communication protocols like WIFI, Bluetooth and BLE, and looks for devices both on and off the 
network, including the RF spectra. Other solutions only see devices connected or paired to the 
network. If the device emits an RF frequency, WootCloud can see it, fingerprint it, and categorize the 
risk to the rest of the network along with providing recommended actions.

Accurate Smart Device Discovery
WootCloud’s deep device detection technology yields accurate device 
counts with a low rate of false positives and renders a dashboard 
showing high-priority risk items requiring remediation. If a device 
has multiple network interfaces for sharing information, WootCloud 
correlates these multiple interfaces as belonging to a single entity, 
providing an accurate accounting of devices. The comprehensive 
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WootCloud reveals 
more accurate device 
counts — critical for 
asset management 
and risk assessment.
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device inventory that WootCloud generates includes critical information like device manufacturer, 
model, serial number, location, username, operating system, installed applications, classification, and 
connections made over time.

WootCloud HyperContext® for Campus Devices
WootCloud profiles every detected device on hundreds of attributes which generates a device context 
database known as WootCloud HyperContext®. These attributes include:

 • Association of all the physical interfaces of the device and the spectrum of operation of 
each interface

 • Type, Category of the device and related information

 • OS, patches, services and applications running on the device

 • Functionality or the “purpose in life” of the device

 • Micro location of the device, its mobility patterns and times of visibility

 • Ownership information of the device and its control information

 • Users on the device

 • Behavior based analysis of all the data transmissions across all protocols and spectrums

 • Risk and vulnerability information, other information collected by other tools used

WootCloud device context details

All the collected data and insights are used to develop a device fingerprint called WootCloud TrueID™ 
which accurately recognizes the smart device or robot, groups devices of the same kind together, and 
establishes the device’s normal operation and function.

Once you know the TrueID of each IoT device, you can create appropriate exclusions (personal fitness, 
personal medical use, e.g.) and zero in quickly on vulnerable devices constantly connected to your 
network — and prioritize mitigation and risk reduction appropriately.



WootCloud Network Segmentation
WootCloud’s network segmentation is dramatically simpler to implement, more robust and scalable 
and closes a glaring gap found in traditional NAC solutions which fail to adequately secure 
managed and unmanaged devices. The technology is based on the premise that each device has a 
completely different risk and threat assessment profile. Remember, all of your smart vending machines 
tend to be managed separately than the smart locks and CCTV keeping your campus safe at night.
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WootCloud in Educational organizations 

WootCloud lets you continuously, dynamically, and automatically segment the network at the device 
level based on the needs and zones of your campus: 

Physical Properties Logical Properties Risk Categories

Device Type Ownership Location

Interface Controls Time of Operation

Functionality Department of Use Student/Faculty Data, etc.

By distilling it down to each device, your security teams can:

 • Auto-enforce granular policies based on device context

 • Enable more granular control of network systems

 • Better isolate a security flaw is exploited
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Simple rule creation by IT creates 
“zones” or micro-segmentations of 
your campus network by function 
or security needs to protect critical 
or high-risk data control areas.



Dynamic Access Control for Smart Devices on the Move
Some smart devices are constantly on the move when needed in different departments, floors, or 
rooms. WootCloud offers next generation NAC-less, software-defined dynamic access control based 
on security posture, context and real-time threat assessment. The benefits of this approach are many: 

 • Static rules based on L2-L3 based segmentation, access control 
lists (ACLs), and user authentications are draconian and can be 
easily overcome. A dynamic approach using a learning engine 
and a policy engine will determine the IoT type and function, 
then route it automatically and correctly to the right VLAN. 

 • Any device on the subnet that does not match the profile of 
others, for example if a Vending Machine or CCTV camera 
suddenly exhibits anomalous behavior, it can be quarantined from other devices in that VLAN.

 • Dynamic access control is critical for micro-locations within a specific location — as smart devices 
move between floors and rooms. The architecture should continuously monitor devices for their 
location, adapt to their current state, the network, its threat exposure and should not be defined 
by a set of static rules.

WootCloud Reporting for Risk Management
WootCloud dashboards are clean, accurate, less noisy (low number of false 
positives) and rich in context with actionable information providing you 
centralized device security across the plant or facility.

The Alerts generated provide the Who, Where, What and How information for 
every IoT device, with “actionable next step” guidance. The rich diagnostics & 
deep investigation capability automates alert handling at scale.

WootCloud sample dashboard
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Clear executive 
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board-level risk 
reporting

WootCloud creates 
automated, rule-based, 
clinically driven flexible 
security policies.



WOOTCLOUD’S BUSINESS VALUE FOR EDUCATION
 • Protecting your students: WootCloud can alert on-campus security, IT Security Operations, etc. 

in the event of current cyberattacks as well as any new compromised smart device. This secures 
you a much faster Incident Response and allows for general staff as well as security awareness of 
potential dangers to daily operation.

 • Stop many of the major ransomware attacks: Identify many IoT-based system-stopping 
ransomware in real time. This reduces your potential downtime, not to mention the impact on 
campus safety. 

 • Automated and dynamic device inventory: Most campuses have never done a full IT survey 
of every device, let alone specialized smart devices including portable control systems, as part 
of their network discovery. WootCloud discovers every connected and non-connected device in 
your environment automatically without requiring a physical search.

 • Track smart device usage: With a dynamic and exhaustive inventory of all smart and other devices 
used in each floor and department, you can find lost equipment, use devices more efficiently by 
calculating peak usage in each department, and potentially reduce over-purchasing of resources 
which can be reused elsewhere.

NEXT STEPS
WootCloud can be installed in just a couple of hours using virtual machines, and within a week you 
can have a complete inventory of devices along with risk scores and suggestions for remediation. Initial 
remediations are usually done manually, but as more confidence is gained, automated policies can be 
deployed that will be able to detect and stop attacks of all types, from ransomware to device tampering.

Contact us at sales@wootcloud.com or visit wootcloud.com to learn how we can help your 
campus security.

About WootCloud
WootCloud HyperContext® is an agent-less, device focused, network segmentation, access control and threat response 
platform that automates enterprise security at IoT scale.

A privately held company, WootCloud is headquartered in San Jose, California, with offices in India and Argentina.
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